UNCOMPLICATE YOUR INSPECTIONS WITH THE KRAUTKRÄMER USM 100, BUILT FOR THE DIGITAL AGE

OTHER FLAW DETECTORS

KRAUTKRÄMER USM 100

**BENEFIT**

**EASY TO USE**
Meet the intuitive and adaptive user interface that drops the learning curve so you can train inspectors faster. Its best-in-class LCD touch screen — the largest in its segment — together with its simple menu structure and guided calibrations uncomplicate your inspections.

**BENEFIT**

**INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY**
When time is critical and reliable data is crucial, remote calibration reduces the annual device factory calibration cycle from two weeks to 30 minutes. More uptime — with connectivity to any device out in the field only a touch away — means more actionable data and less logistical hassle.

**BENEFIT**

**SECURED DATA AVAILABILITY**
If the sky’s the limit, we’ve raised the bar up to the Cloud. For the first time, inspectors, trainers and operations managers can securely access and wirelessly share vital data from wherever, whenever, meaning complete visibility and immediate data access for quicker decision-making and reporting.

**BENEFIT**

**CUSTOMIZED EXPERIENCE**
Tailor your inspection workflow with downloadable Waygate Technologies—provided apps from the Public Store. You can make any necessary modifications or create an app from scratch with the powerful InspectionWorks Create software. Build the workflow that fits your specific needs, all while ensuring fast, consistent and compliant inspections from every inspector.